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Hyperthermia (HT) to improve tissue 
radiosensitivity

Cell results

The use of heat (HT) to treat cancer is probably one of 
the oldest cancer therapies known [a description of this 
technique is reported, for example, in a surgical Egyptian 
papyrus, in the Indian traditional medicine (Ayurveda) and 
in the Hippocrates writings]. We can trace back to a 1972 
paper from Ben-Hur et al. (1), the demonstration of HT 
as an enhancer of Rx effect on the living material. The 
experimental premise of this discovery was, however, the 
single-cell tissue culture technique, introduced by Puck 
and his associates (2) in 1956. One of the first questions 
which it was necessary to answer was the dependence of 
this effect on radiation quality. Figure 1, taken from the 
work Gerner and Leith (3) show the survival curves (SV) of 
exponentially growing Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells 
exposed in two very different radiation qualities: “sparsely 
ionizing” (or low-LET) 4 MeV X-rays and “densely 

ionizing” (or high LET) Carbon-12 ions. Irradiation 
was carried out after incubation for 1 h either at 37 ℃ or 
at 43 ℃. Firstly, comparing the X-ray curves at the two 
different temperatures, the huge reduction in survival for 
the same dose is clearly evident. For example, at 5 Gy 
the survival ratio (called TER, i.e., thermal enhancement 
ratio) is more than a factor 100. This survival reduction 
at the higher temperature is accompanied by the nearly 
total disappearance of the “shoulder” of the curve (on 
a semilogplot). This suggests that the DNA “repair” 
processes responsible for this “resistance” to radiation 
damage are severely impaired by heat. This effect is called 
“thermal radiosensitization”. In the recent literature there 
is some discussion about which process is the most effective, 
double strand break (DSB) repair inhibition of DNA (4) or 
base damage (5). Another feature evident in the 43 ℃ X-ray 
curve is that, even with no radiation, the starting point is 
considerably lower than for the 37 ℃ curve. In other words, 
heat has an intrinsic cell-killing effect.

The administration of heat to living material has a long 
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history, that goes back to Arrhenius theory in 1889 (6). A 
landmark step in the quantification of this phenomenon 
was made by Sapareto and Dewey [1984], who found a link 
between the time and temperature producing the same 
killing effect on the cells. This result led to the concept 
of the “thermal dose” as the dose limit at which no living 
entity (cell or tissue) can survive. This condition is named 
“ablation”, that means: protein denaturation, cell structure 
destruction, small vessels coagulation. This thermal dose 
was expressed in term of cumulative equivalent minutes 
(CEM) (often referred to 43 ℃). Over 43 ℃ an increase 
of 1 ℃ corresponds to a reduction of the exposure time 
by a factor of two, while under 43 ℃ a decrease of 1 ℃ 
corresponds to an increase of the required time by a factor 
of four. It’s important to consider that when we apply to 
clinic HT and radiation, both these phenomena (thermal 
radiosensitization and heat direct killing) are involved. The 
loss of the shoulder of the SV curve due to HT clearly 
remember what happens when irradiation of living material 
is done in an oxygen rich environment: in this case the 
oxygen enhancement ratio (OER) play the role of TER. 
The two phenomena are, obviously linked and both rely on 

the quoted cell repair mechanism. As is shown in Figure 1, 
the X-ray TER is much higher that the corresponding value 
for 12C ions, so that the heated X-ray curve is lower than 
non-heated 12C ions.

Looking at the survival scale we can see that X-ray with 
HT, at 500 rad (5 Gy), are about 10 times more effective 
than 12C ions (without HT). If this result could be integrally 
translated into patient cure it would change profoundly the 
future strategy of radiotherapy (RT), and X-ray plus HT may 
really become the “poor man’s” high LET radiation, as was 
jokingly reported in the Dewey et al. 1977 paper (7). This 
capability of the Rx plus HT radiation to act like high LET 
radiation is of the greatest importance dealing with cell in 
an oxygen deprived environment (or hypoxic), that are quite 
insensitive to Rx alone, but a good target for high LET 
radiation and, clearly, also for the Rx plus HT treatment.

To study quantitatively the combination effect, the 
synergy (Syn) concept can be introduced. Mathematically, 
if SFa and SFb are the survival when the radiations a and 
b are administered independently and SFab is the survival 
when bot radiations are administered at the same time, the 
synergy, Synab is defined as:

[1]

This concept is clarified in several papers, in particular in 
the work of Sapareto et al. (8), from which was taken (and 
redrawn) the following figure (Figure 2):

The two curves showing the synergistic effect are 
calculated following the Eq. [1] and reported in the 
following figure (Figure 3).

In the Figure 3, it’s evident the advantage of the midpoint 
irradiation and the flattening at the higher temperatures 
of the curve obtained with irradiation three minutes after 
heath. Both curve peaks about at 43 ℃. The authors report 
that for the synergistic effect obtained with radiation 3 
minutes after the heating is conserved even if the interval 
increases until about 10 minutes. Previous studies by 
Sapareto et al. (9) show that a break occurs in the Arrhenius 
plot at about 42.5-43.0 ℃. This break may indicate that the 
mechanism of cell inactivation from heat alone is different 
above and below this temperature transition point, and 
the data in Figures 2 and 3 may indicate that there is also 
a change at 42.5-43.0 ℃ in the interaction of heat with 
radiation (it’s known that another break in the Arrhenius 
plot at 50-52 ℃: it would be of the greatest importance to 
verify if a synergic effect occurs also at these temperatures. 
These latter could be reached with HIFU, without harm of 
the patient, for a totally new “deep fast HT”).

Figure 1 This figure reported the survival fractions on Chinese 
hamster ovary (CHO) cells of X-ray and 12C ions at the Bragg peak. 
The curves are obtained without and with hyperthermia (1 hour at 
43 ℃). The survival of the X-ray curve with hyperthermia is lower 
than the normal 12C curve. TER value can be very high, with X-rays 
with hyperthermia becoming even 10 times more effective than 12C 
ions (without hyperthermia). Reproduce from reference (3).
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While there is a general concordance about the fact that 
the maximum of the synergistic effect would be if RT and 
HT are given at the same time (10) (with all the related 
technical problems), the biological mechanisms invocated 
are different, as different is the steepness of the curves 
approaching the maximum. A nice figure from Kampinga (11) 
may help to understand this point (Figure 4).

The starting point is that the activation energies for 
protein denaturation and heat-induced cell death are within 
the same range of HT (12). As a result of denaturation, 
proteins are prone to aggregation and, without the action 
of chaperones, like heat shock proteins (HSP), these 
aggregates can have destructive consequences for many 
macro-molecular structures and their functions. An in 
deep discussion on this regard can be found in the paper 

of Rylander et al. (13). So a release of HSP before the 
heath shock may induce thermotolerance (TT). That 
explicate the great reduction in the TER in the TT cells 
(squares in the figure) when heat is given before radiation: 
with this sequence, a similar mechanism reduce the TER 
when the radiation treatment is less severe (but not if the 
radiation level is high!). For low radiation levels, the TER 
remains higher when radiation is given before heating 
(as is in the clinical practice today). Whereas the decline 
in radiosensitization for heat given before radiation is, 
therefore, modulated by TT, the loss of interaction for 
radiation before heating, is heat damage independent and 
solely dependent on the kinetics of repair DNA damage 
by the cells. In fact if all DNA lesions are repaired before 
heating, no sensitization occurs. 

Figure 2  Survival  of  cel ls  exposed to heat alone or to 
heat  combined wi th  rad ia t ion  i s  shown as  a  funct ion 
of  temperature .  Cel l s  were  g iven a  heat  t reatment  of  
41.5 ℃ for 92 min, 42.5 ℃ for 48 min, 43.5 ℃ for 24 min,  
44.5 ℃ for 12 min or 45.5 ℃ for 6 min (●). The open circles 
(○) show survival of cells given the same heat treatments 
followed 3 min later by a 500 rad dose of X-rays given at  
37 ℃. The open triangles (Δ) show the survival of cells given the 
same heat treatments and irradiated at the treatment temperature 
(500 rad) such that the midpoint of radiation exposure coincided 
with the midpoint of heat exposure. Survival for radiation alone, 
heath alone and the product of the survival of heat and radiation 
alone (heath × Rx) is also shown. The five points of the heat 
treatment [41.5 ℃ for 92 min, 42.5 ℃ for 48 min, 43.5 ℃ for 24 
min, 44.5 ℃ for 12 min or 45.5 ℃ for 6 min] are chosen to give, at 
different temperature, the same “Thermal dose” and correspond 
to the same SF (about 0.48). The X-ray is chosen to give a SF 
of about 0.12. The product of the survivals is then about 0.056. 
Reproduce from reference (8).

Figure 3 The synergistic effect between radiation and heat {Eq. 
[1]}, obtained following the protocol previously described and 
reported in Figure 2. It’s evident the advantage of the midpoint 
irradiation and the flattening at the higher temperatures of the 
curve obtained three minutes after.

Figure  4  Schemat i c  r epre sen ta t ion  o f  magn i tude  o f 
radiosensitization (TER) for mild (triangles) or severe (diamonds) 
radiation treatment given before (left), simultaneously (grey region) 
or after heating. Squares represent cell made thermotolerant by a 
prior heating. Reproduce from reference (11).
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Looking at the cell cycle, another important reason 
exist to combine Rx and HT: the S phase that is normally 
radioresistant, is the most sensitive to HT (7), in contrast 
cells in G2, M and G1 phases are the most sensitive to 
ionizing radiations. 

Radiofrequency based hyperthermia (HT) devices and 
radiotherapy (RT)

In a clinical perspective what we said about cells become of 
practical interest but also new effects came into play. Together 
surgery and chemotherapy, RT is a one the basic anti-tumor 
therapies. This latter therapy consists in the irradiation of 
tumors with high energy radiations (X-ray radiations or 
particles, like electron or ions). About 50 % of all oncologic 
patients is treated with this technique (14) and in about 40% 
of them it gives a substantial contribute to the cure (15). 
It helps to locally control cancer proliferation, improving 
patient survival (16), but better overall results are generally 
obtained by combining RT with other therapeutics. 
Tumor can be considered as an autonomous organ, 
with specific hallmarks (17,18) and an highly specialized 
microenvironment, characterized by a reduced blood flow 
and a chaotic vasculature with an improved permeabilization, 
which in turn promote regions of acidosis, hypoxia and ATP 
energy deprivation. Furthermore, in tumors undergoing 
RT, adaptive responses, elicited by irradiation itself or by 
radiation-induced microenvironmental changes, could cause 
cellular plasticity such that non-stem cancer cells (CSC) 
acquire CSC properties to become radioresistant (19). 
Tumor reoxygenation itself changes the redox environment, 
activating HIF-1 which acts as a powerful radio protective 
factor for tumors (20). As we quoted before, hypoxic cells 
are (two or three times) more radioresistant than normoxic 
ones and their presence and extent correlate with a poor 
prognosis for different cancer (21). These regions are very 
sensitive to RT plus RT combination (12,22-24). At the 
relatives mild temperatures used in the clinical context (<42-
43 ℃), this effect may not primarily due to thermal death 
and increased cellular radiosensitization, that we mentioned 
before in the cellular context, but to the improved tumor 
blood flow and tumor oxygenation (25,26). Additionally, 
HT may leads to systemic immune activating effect (27). If 
no mean exist for a selective heating of tumor, one should 
try to make the best possible use of a differential effect 
between health and cancerous tissue. At this regard there is 
some indication that in tumors some thermal enhancement 
may be present even when heating follows RT of four or 

more hours (23,28). All these experimental results oriented 
the RT plus HT combined therapy to a quite agreed 
protocol consisting in administering first RT and then HT, 
for about 60-90 min at 41.5-43 ℃. The effectiveness of 
the combined HT and RT treatment is relevant in several 
diseases, like head and neck, esophageal, melanoma, rectal, 
breast, cervical and soft tissue sarcoma cancers (29,30). 
Due to the increased blood flow and vessels permeability 
induced into the tumors, combined treatments may include 
chemotherapy (31,32) and specialized, heat sensitive, 
vectors, like liposomes have been developed (for example 
Caelix® or ThermoDox®, including doxorubicin). As we will 
discuss later, the same strategy is in use with high intensity 
focused ultrasound (FUS or HIFU).

The clinical development of HT is tightly linked to the 
development of a new generation of systems based on radiative 
antennas, used for superficial and deep heating (33-36), 
temperature control and treatment planning (37-40). In these 
systems, a certain degree of warming selectivity is obtained by 
matching the phases of the antennas only inside the preselected 
target. The problem of maintaining a uniform temperature 
even at the interfaces of different tissues is not negligible and is 
addressed in the more recent literature. It’s interesting to note that 
the MRI technology presently in use for controlling HIFU (proton 
resonance shift thermometry) was also proposed for hybrid HT-
MRI systems (41,42). In the same perspective, the cell killing 
linear quadratic model was modified to account for hypoxia (43) 
and HT contribution (44). Deep seated tumors, such as pelvic 
carcinomas, are generally heated with phased-array systems 
operating at a frequency between 60 and 140 MHz. Examples 
of modern 3D steered heating systems are: BSD Sigma eye (45), 
AMC-8 (46), Alba 4D (47), HYPERCollar (48). 

RT plus HT (or HIFU) may have an important role 
in developing predictive biomarkers and personalized 
medicine (49).

Effects of low intensity ultrasound (US) on cells

Differently from X-ray,  US are mechanical  (non 
electromagnetic) waves travelling into the matter and 
producing a variety of effects. The use of US as a physical 
power has been introduced to many fields long ago including 
industry, chemistry and in medical diagnosis (echography) 
and therapy (discussed in previous chapter). US in the 
medical field has been appreciated for its convenience 
as being an inexpensive and non-invasive method. The 
number of studies on the possible applications of US is 
countless (50). US can determine both thermal and non-
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thermal (mechanical) stresses. These latter originate mainly 
from part of the input energy absorbed by the medium 
and is reflected as an increase in temperature. Mechanical 
stresses can either determine or not cavitation. Cavitation 
stresses can be attributed to the liquid jets produced by 
collapsing cavities in case of inertial cavitation (51). In the 
latter case, the potential energy of collapsing bubbles can 
be converted partly into heat forming high temperature 
hot spots that reach several thousands of degrees Kelvin at 
the centre of collapse which, with increased pressure, affect 
the production of free radicals, the criterion that serves as 
a test for inertial cavitation. Non-cavitation stresses are 
caused by ‘‘acoustic streaming” (convection) due to the 
transfer of part of the beam momentum to the liquid and 
by ‘‘microstreaming” and ‘‘acoustic pressure” produced 
by stable oscillating bubbles. It’s common practice to 
define “low intensity” US when the intensity is lower 
than 3 W/cm2 and, in this case, mainly non-thermal 
effects are produced, in particular when pulsed US are 
employed. In the Oncology field, the most important effects 

are: Sonodynamic therapy (i.e., the generation of active 
radicals), enhancement of chemotherapy, gene and apoptosis 
therapies (52). Low intensity pulsed US has demonstrated a 
distinct sensitivity for normal and malignant cells (53) able 
to enhance cancer cell killing induced by X-irradiation (54). 

Effects of low intensity ultrasound (US) on tissues

Very impressive results were obtained on xenograft tumors 
by mixing X-ray, pulsed US and microbubbles by the 
Czarnota group (55-57). The following figure is taken 
from the Al-Mahrouki et al. paper (Figure 5) and shows 
histopathology, in situ end labeling (ISEL) and clonogenic 
assays of a PC3 xenograft tumor. 

Preclinical and clinical results using high intensity focused 
ultrasound (HIFU) devices to enhance the radiotherapy 
(RT) treatment 

A first experiment was executed in China (Peking 
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Figure 5 Histopathology, in situ end labeling (ISEL) and clonogenic assays of a PC3 xenograft tumor. (A) H&E staining of whole tumor 
sections treated with 0, 2 and 8 Gy or with a combination of radiation and ultrasound-stimulated microbubbles (–MB indicates no exposure 
to ultrasound-stimulated microbubbles; +MB indicates treatment with ultrasound-stimulated microbubbles); (B) sections adjacent to those 
in were labeled with ISEL to illustrate areas of cell death (scale bars: 1 mm); (C) quantified analyses of ISEL images, indicating an increased 
level of cell death with the combined treatments. A Mann-Whitney test was used to calculate the P value and * symbols indicate where 
P value are less than 0.05; (D) clonogenic assay results illustrated a significant decrease in cellular survival of treated tumor cells when 
compared to the untreated samples. This was greatest in the combined treatments. A Mann-Whitney test was used to calculate the P value 
and * symbols indicate where P value are less than 0.05. Reproduce from reference (56).
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University First Department) on the swine model, using 
both clinical RT (Varian 21EX, operating 6 MV) and 
HIFU (YDME FEP-BY02) devices, while the centering 
was done with a GE LOGICQ 5 echography system. 
This study (58) aimed to perform an in vivo investigation 
evaluating the injury to the pancreas and adjacent tissue of 
swine resulting with HIFU combined with RT. A total of 
12 domestic swine were divided into four groups: control, 
HIFU only, RT only and HIFU + RT. The injury to the 
pancreas, adjacent tissue and tissue within the acoustic 
path of the HIFU beam was assessed based on gross 
and histologic findings. The pancreas was modeled as a 
cylinder of 3-4 cm in diameter. The HIFU irradiation 
was executed with the animal in a supine position and the 
same position was reproduced on the RT machine where 
two isocentric, opposing fields (anterior and posterior) 
of 10 cm2 (on the animal skin) were selected. The HIFU 
(safety) dose was 600 J and the total RT dose was of 13 Gy. 
For the targeted region of the pancreas, the score of the 
combined group was higher than that of the HIFU group 
and the difference was significant. For the acoustic path 
tissue, there was no significant difference between the 
control group and the other groups. HIFU combined with 
RT increased the injury to the targeted pancreas, without 
increased injury to tissue outside of the targeted region. 
What is really interesting is that the RT dose was within 
12 hours after HT and, in spite of this, some positive 
effect was detected.

A second experience (Fox Chase Cancer Center, 
Philadelphia, USA), on mice model, evaluated the efficacy 
of the enhancement of docetaxel by pulsed focused US 
(pFUS) in combination with RT for treatment of prostate 
cancer in vivo (59). LNCaP cells were grown in the 
prostates of male nude mice. When the tumors reached 
a designated volume by MRI, tumor bearing mice were 
randomly divided into seven groups (n=5): (I) pFUS alone; 
(II) RT alone; (III) docetaxel alone; (IV) docetaxel + pFUS; 
(V) docetaxel + RT; (VI) docetaxel + pFUS + RT; and (VII) 
control. MR-guided pFUS treatment was performed using 
a FUS treatment system (InSightec ExAblate 2000) with 
a 1.5 T GE MR scanner. Animals were treated once with 
pFUS, docetaxel, RT or their combinations. Docetaxel 
was given by i.v. injection at 5 mg/kg before pFUS. RT 
was given 2 Gy after pFUS. Animals were euthanized 4 
weeks after treatment. Tumor volumes were measured 
on MRI at 1 and 4 weeks post-treatment. Results showed 
that triple combination therapies of docetaxel, pFUS 
and RT provided the most significant tumor growth 

inhibition among all groups, which may have potential 
for the treatment of prostate cancer due to an improved 
therapeutic ratio. Quite inexplicably, (I) + (II) combination 
results were not reported.

A third experiment (People’s  Hospital ,  Peking 
University, China) was done on the human model (60). 
The purpose of this study was to assess the therapeutic 
effects and safety of HIFU and low-dose RT for the 
treatment of rectal carcinoma. A total of 89 cases of rectal 
carcinoma, including 20 cases of primary rectal carcinoma 
and 69 cases of recurrent rectal carcinoma after radical 
rectectomy, were treated with HIFU from July 1998 to 
December 2000. Of these, 23 patients had follow-up for 
more than 1 year. There was complete response (CR) in 
22.5%, partial response (PR) in 64.0% and no change (NC) 
in 13.5%. There were no complications, such as skin burn, 
visceral perforation or hemorrhage, etc. In the 23 cases 
with follow-up, the 1-year survival rate was 87.0% (20 of 
23) and the 2-year survival rate was 80.0% (12 of 15). It was 
concluded that HIFU plus low dose RT is a new method to 
treat rectal carcinoma that has remarkable therapeutic effect 
and is safe, with no significant side effects.

In this context is to mention the very promising effects 
obtained with nanotechnology applied to HIFU plus RT. 
A multifunctional organic-inorganic hybrid nanocapsule 
based on Bi2S3-embedded poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) 
(PLGA) nanocapsule has been elaborately designed to 
combine the merits of both polymeric shell structure 
and Bi2S3 nanoparticles (61). Hydrophobic Bi2S3 
nanoparticles were successfully introduced into the PLGA 
nanocapsules via a facile and efficient water/oil/water (W/
O/W) emulsion strategy. The elastic polymeric PLGA 
shell provides the excellent capability of US contrast 
imaging to the Bi2S3/PLGA. Meanwhile, the potential 
of these microcapsules to enhance the HIFU therapy was 
demonstrated. Importantly, this research provided the first 
example of both in vitro and in vivo to demonstrate the 
radiosensitization effect of Bi2S3-embedded PLGA hybrid 
nanocapsules against prostate cancer under external X-ray 
irradiation. Thus, the successful integration of the Bi2S3 
and PLGA nanocapsules provided an alternative strategy 
for the highly efficient US guided HIFU/RT synergistic 
therapy. The quantitative results are summarized in the 
following table (Table 1).

The possibility of producing HT with HIFU devices is 
actively pursued by the two companies producing HIFU 
systems with MRI guidance, both for total body systems (62) 
and prostate (63).
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Conclusions 

As we have tried to show in this paper, the capability of US 
or HT (whatever produced) to enhance the RT efficacy is 
thoroughly documented on cells, tissues and the human 
model. HIFU devices offer, in addition, ablation capability, 
arguably the best weapon against hypoxic cells. These 
regions, often present in solid tumors, are less effectively 
eliminated by low-LET ionizing radiation, and are a major 
cause of local RT failure and therefore adverse patient 
outcome (64). 

For the maximum synergistic effect (see Figures 3,4), we 
must apply the two treatments HIFU and RT at the same 
time or with an only short time interval between them 
(about 10 min maximum). For this, it will be necessary to 
develop a totally new integrated device, including real-
time echography and CT imaging (65). A sealed HIFU 
probe should be provided with computer-controlled three-
dimensional movement around the patient.

A new device with the above capabilities would be able to 
combine, at the patient couch, HT, ablation, RT and “drug 
delivery”, as has been discussed elsewhere (66,67). Our 
hope is that the companies manufacturing these devices will 
adopt a more general, patient-oriented, point of view. 
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